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Ramzi Murziqin <info.jip@scadindependent.org> 7 Agustus 2020 16.30
Kepada: Zainal Abidin <zainalabidin@ar-raniry.ac.id>

Dear Zainal Abidin: 

Thank you for submitting the manuscript, " ANALYZING ACEH CULTURAL HERITAGE: MATHEMATICAL TOOLS
AND LANGUAGE USE" to Jurnal Ilmiah Peuradeun. With the online journal management system that we are using,
you will be able to track its progress through the editorial process by logging in to the journal web site: 

Submission URL: https://journal.scadindependent.org/index.php/jipeuradeun/authorDashboard/submission/574 
Username: zainalabidin

All the manuscripts submitted to the JIP editorial will be pass through a double blind peer review according to the
International standards. We want to emphasize that all the manuscripts submitted are subject to review of the editors,
editorial board, and double blind reviewers. The Editorial Board may reject a manuscript without peer review if that
paper is judged not to meet the journal minimum required qualifications. The final decision will be sent to the author
as soon as possible. For more details please visit:

http://journal.scadindependent.org/index.php/jipeuradeun/workflow

We hope you can be patient for a predetermined time of process. If you have any question, please do not hesitate to
contact us. Thank you for considering this journal as a venue for your work.

Ramzi Murziqin
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Syahril Elvhantuny Syahril <syahril@scadindependent.org> 14 Juni 2021 00.12
Kepada: Zainal Abidin <zainalabidin@ar-raniry.ac.id>

Article ID: 574

Dear Zainal Abidin: 
Thank you for submitting your paper to Jurnal Ilmiah Peuradeun.  
It is a very interesting topic. Although we appreciate the work you have put into the paper, we have determined that
your paper needs several developments in order to be considered for publication in the Jurnal Ilmiah Peuradeun.
There are several points of view that should be considered in particular which may construct the paper.

After Editorial Board and Reviewers inspect and review your manuscript, we have reached a decision regarding your
submission about " ANALYZING ACEH CULTURAL HERITAGE: MATHEMATICAL TOOLS AND LANGUAGE
USE".

Our decision is: Revisions Required

We have received comments and decisions from reviewers for your paper. Your paper should be pending publication
due to some minor revisions which may construct your paper. The following attached the overall comments of the
peer reviewer about your paper (Please see editor and reviewer notes in the attached file).

Please revise your paper. The Deadline for revision to re-submit of paper within two weeks from the date of the
notice. Please make sure the revision that you submitted has been in JIP`s Template and has followed the authors'
guidelines of JIP. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us.

Thank you for your contribution and cooperation.

Best Regards,

Syahril Elvhantuny Syahril 
Serambi Mekkah University, Banda Aceh, Indonesia 
syahril@scadindependent.org

------------------------------------------------------ 
Reviewer A: 

------------------------------------------------------

1. Are the title, abstract and keywords appropriately reflect the content of the paper? 
Please provide your comments in detail in the comments section (if any).

Yes

2. Are the aims, objectives, novelty and the significance of the study are clear? And is the main issues
discussed in this paper very important and in accordance with the novelty? 
Please provide your comments in detail in the comments section (if any).

Yes

3. Is the paper sufficiently broadly and critically review the relevant scientific literature on the topic? 
Please provide your comments in detail in the comments section (if any).

Yes

4. Is the research methodology or approach to problem-solving that used was relevant, detail and clear?

Yes
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5. Is the research findings clearly and comprehensibly presented? And did the authors conducted data
presentation and interpretation were valid and reasonable?

Yes

6. Is the discussion relevant to the research findings? and is the author(s) clearly express and explain their
own professional viewpoints? 

Yes

7. Are the conclusions are clearly and comprehensively? Especially in terms of the author’s critical
evaluation of research findings.

Yes

8. Are the references used relevant and up to date? and does it match the citations in the article?

Yes

9. Are there other existing papers related to this paper? 
Please provide your comments in detail in the comments section (if any).

No

10. Are the papers quality, structure, and grammar excellent and perfectly crafted?

Good

Are there any parts of the manuscripts that should be reduced or omitted? Please give your suggestions or
some points of view to which may construct, including the strengths/ weaknesses of this paper.

1. How the author relates the results and the method used, it should be clear. What the author really
wants to argue in this article. A conceptual framework needs to be made clear to get the appropriate
discussion. You must explain the important points of your findings so that there is a correlation with the
discussion.

2. The conclusion needs to discuss comprehensively, especially in terms of the author's critical
evaluation of research findings.

3. The author needs more current references that discuss a similar topic thus makes the research well
supported. Please add references up to date! You need additional references from international
journals, and then we recommend that you quote several related articles from this journal.

4. You need to improve the structure and grammar. The extensive editing should be undertaken, since
some errors in some parts of sentences in order to make sure zero error.

5. For citations and references, it is Recommended to Use the Mendeley Application.
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------------------------------------------------------ 
Reviewer C: 
------------------------------------------------------

1. Are the title, abstract and keywords appropriately reflect the content of the paper? 
Please provide your comments in detail in the comments section (if any).

Yes

2. Are the aims, objectives, novelty and the significance of the study are clear? And is the main issues
discussed in this paper very important and in accordance with the novelty? 
Please provide your comments in detail in the comments section (if any).

Yes

3. Is the paper sufficiently broadly and critically review the relevant scientific literature on the topic? 
Please provide your comments in detail in the comments section (if any).

Yes

4. Is the research methodology or approach to problem-solving that used was relevant, detail and clear?



Yes

5. Is the research findings clearly and comprehensibly presented? And did the authors conducted data
presentation and interpretation were valid and reasonable?

Yes

6. Is the discussion relevant to the research findings? and is the author(s) clearly express and explain their
own professional viewpoints? 

Yes

7. Are the conclusions are clearly and comprehensively? Especially in terms of the author’s critical
evaluation of research findings.

Yes

8. Are the references used relevant and up to date? and does it match the citations in the article?

Yes

9. Are there other existing papers related to this paper? 
Please provide your comments in detail in the comments section (if any).

Yes

10. Are the papers quality, structure, and grammar excellent and perfectly crafted?

Good

Are there any parts of the manuscripts that should be reduced or omitted? Please give your suggestions or
some points of view to which may construct, including the strengths/ weaknesses of this paper.

Comments in attached file

------------------------------------------------------
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Syahril Elvhantuny Syahril <syahril@scadindependent.org> 22 Juni 2021 16.43
Kepada: Zainal Abidin <zainalabidin@ar-raniry.ac.id>

Article ID: 574

Dear Zainal Abidin (Author): 
Thank you for submitting your paper to Jurnal Ilmiah Peuradeun.  
It is a very interesting topic. Although we appreciate the work you have put into the paper, we have determined that
your paper needs several developments in order to be considered for publication in the Jurnal Ilmiah Peuradeun.
There are several points of view that should be considered in particular which may construct the paper.

After Editorial Board and Reviewers inspect and review your manuscript, we have reached a decision regarding your
submission about " ANALYZING ACEH CULTURAL HERITAGE: MATHEMATICAL TOOLS AND LANGUAGE
USE".

Our decision is: Revisions Required

We have received comments and decisions from reviewers for your paper. Your paper should be pending publication
due to some minor revisions which may construct your paper. The following attached the overall comments of the
peer reviewer about your paper (Please see editor and reviewer notes in the attached file).

Please revise your paper. The Deadline for revision to re-submit of paper within two weeks from the date of the
notice. Please make sure the revision that you submitted has been in JIP`s Template and has followed the authors'
guidelines of JIP. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us.

Thank you for your contribution and cooperation.

Best Regards,

Syahril Elvhantuny Syahril 
Serambi Mekkah University, Banda Aceh, Indonesia 
syahril@scadindependent.org
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Zainal Abidin <zainalabidin@ar-raniry.ac.id> 24 Juni 2021 21.01
Kepada: Jarjani PBI FTK <jarjani@ar-raniry.ac.id>

Assalamualaikum wr wb.
berikut saya kirim Artikel yang sudah saya revisi sesuai dengan masukan dari reviewer dan editor. Mohon
diterjemahkan ke dalam bahasa Inggris beberapa kalimat yang sudah saya merahkan. Juga tolong dilihat secara
keseluruhan artikel. Terimakasih.

Wassalam, 
Zainal

Virus-free. www.avast.com
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Best regards,

Jarjani Usman, PhD
Faculty of Education and Teacher Training, 
Universitas Islam Negeri Ar-Raniry
Darussalam 23111, Banda Aceh, Indonesia
Scopus ID: 57215845846
ORCID ID: 0000-0002-3312-5825
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Syahril Elvhantuny Syahril <syahril@scadindependent.org> 1 Juli 2021 01.49
Balas Ke: Syahril Elvhantuny Syahril <syahril@scadindependent.org>
Kepada: Zainal Abidin <zainalabidin@ar-raniry.ac.id>

Article ID: 574

Dear Authors:

After we checked, we found that you have not yet completely revised your article entitled " ANALYZING ACEH
CULTURAL HERITAGE: MATHEMATICAL TOOLS AND LANGUAGE USE" base on the suggestions of the
reviewers. Please re-check the note from the reviewer that was sent to you. 

1. Please pay attention to suggestions and comments from reviewers (see notes in the file submitted by
reviewers);

2. In the introduction, you do not need to make subtitles for theory, because this will make your paper long and
not focus on the study. However, you can discuss it directly by linking it to the problem in the introduction so
that your discussion is more focused. It is true, the literature review should be conducted by investigating the
definition of terms, existing related work, and the available space as a gap to contribute towards problem-
solving. By carefully reviewing this, it will help to look at the particular contribution to the existing literature. If
you keep doing that, then you should separate the introduction from the literature review so that it becomes a
separate sub after the introduction. Besides that, you should be able to make sure that the theory you include
in the introduction is different from that in the literature review, and this section is actually a previous study;

3. Make sure all references use the Mendeley application;
4. For every journal article you cite, try to include the DOI of the article.

After your paper revised, please upload again your paper in the Revisions section. Please make sure the revision that
you submitted has been in this journal template and has followed the authors' guidelines of JIP. 
Thank You

Regards,

Editor
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Zainal Abidin <zainalabidin@ar-raniry.ac.id>

[peuradeun] Editor Decision 
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Syahril Elvhantuny Syahril <syahril@scadindependent.org> 14 Juli 2021 01.19
Kepada: Zainal Abidin <zainalabidin@ar-raniry.ac.id>

Article ID: 574

Dear Zainal Abidin (Author):

Thank you for submitting your paper to Jurnal Ilmiah Peuradeun. 

After Editorial Board and Reviewers inspect and review your manuscript, we have reached a decision regarding your
submission about " ANALYZING ACEH CULTURAL HERITAGE: MATHEMATICAL TOOLS AND LANGUAGE USE".

Our decision is to: Accept Submission to Publish.

Furthermore, we need your favor to release the participation charge. Our finance team will immediately send you an
invoice. Please check the invoice sent to your primary email. 

For information on the participation charge, please visit: 
https://journal.scadindependent.org/index.php/jipeuradeun/charge

The manuscript that has been accepted will not move to the editing of publications until we receive your payment
notification. LAA will be sent after confirmation of your payment received.

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us.

Thank you for your contribution and cooperation.

Best Regards,

Syahril Elvhantuny Syahril 
Serambi Mekkah University, Banda Aceh, Indonesia 
syahril@scadindependent.org
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Participation Charge #10018 
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editor.jip@scadindependent.org <editor.jip@scadindependent.org> 15 Juli 2021 13.08
Kepada: zainalabidin@ar-raniry.ac.id

SCAD INDEPENDENT
editor.jip@scadindependent.org
Penjualan
No Faktur 10018
Tanggal Jatuh Tempo 30/07/2021
Total Tagihan Rp. 1.500.000,00
Sisa Tagihan Rp. 1.500.000,00

Lihat transaksi online

Dear Sir/Madam. Zainal Abidin,  
Your article is Accepted for Publication in Jurnal Ilmiah Peuradeun (JIP)

Your invoice #10018 of IDR.1.500.000,00.

LAA will be sent after confirmation of your payment received. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to
contact us.

Thank you for your contribution and cooperation.

Best regards,  
SCAD INDEPENDENT

Dibuat dengan

If you'd like to unsubscribe and stop receiving these emails click here .

Sales Invoice_10018_2021-07-15 06:08:14 UTC.pdf 
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editor.jip@scadindependent.org <editor.jip@scadindependent.org> 23 Juli 2021 18.05
Kepada: zainalabidin@ar-raniry.ac.id

SCAD INDEPENDENT
editor.jip@scadindependent.org
Penjualan
No Faktur 10018
Tanggal Jatuh Tempo 30/07/2021
Total Tagihan Rp. 1.500.000,00
Sisa Tagihan Rp. 1.500.000,00

Lihat transaksi online

Dear Sir/Madam. Zainal Abidin,  
Your article is Accepted for Publication in Jurnal Ilmiah Peuradeun (JIP)

Your invoice #10018 sebesar Rp. 1.500.000,00.

LAA will be sent after confirmation of your payment received. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to
contact us.

Thank you for your contribution and cooperation.

Best regards,  
SCAD INDEPENDENT

Dibuat dengan

If you'd like to unsubscribe and stop receiving these emails click here .
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Syahril Elvhantuny Syahril <syahril@scadindependent.org> 30 Agustus 2021 15.34
Kepada: Zainal Abidin <zainalabidin@ar-raniry.ac.id>

Article ID: 574

Dear Zainal Abidin (Author): 

The editing of your submission, " ANALYZING ACEH CULTURAL HERITAGE: MATHEMATICAL TOOLS AND
LANGUAGE USE," is complete. We are now sending it to production.

You can monitor the progress of your paper stages process directly in your account, and each stage will be notified to
you about the progress of your paper. We hope you can be patient for a predetermined time of the process.

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us. Thank you for considering this journal as a venue for
your work.

Submission URL: https://journal.scadindependent.org/index.php/jipeuradeun/authorDashboard/submission/574

Best Regards,

Syahril Elvhantuny Syahril 
Serambi Mekkah University, Banda Aceh, Indonesia 
syahril@scadindependent.org
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Ramzi Murziqin <ramzimurziqin@scadindependent.org> 23 September 2021 01.59
Balas Ke: Ramzi Murziqin <ramzimurziqin@scadindependent.org>
Kepada: Zainal Abidin <zainalabidin@ar-raniry.ac.id>

Dear Authors: 
Thank you for your contributions. 
This is LAA and Certificate Publication for your article with the title: " Analyzing Aceh Cultural Heritage:
Mathematical Tools and Language Use". 

Download LAA & Certificate of Publication

Due to a long queue and some waiting period involved before the publisher finally publishes the journal, your patience
is much appreciated. We hope you can be patient for a predetermined time of the process. If you have any questions,
please do not hesitate to contact us.

Thank you for considering this journal as a venue for your work.

Best Regards,

Managing Editor
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Balas Ke: Open Journal Systems <info.jip@scadindependent.org>
Kepada: Zainal Abidin <zainalabidin@ar-raniry.ac.id>

You have a new notification from Jurnal Ilmiah Peuradeun: 

An issue has been published. 

Link: https://journal.scadindependent.org/index.php/jipeuradeun/issue/current 

Ramzi Murziqin 
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